
2022 Contest Rules Changes 
                                                           

These 2022 contest rule changes are effec2ve at all Bri2sh Judo events from 1 June 2022. 

Decision 1: Con5nua5on 
Scores are given for ac.ons that are a con.nuous movement without interrup.on to the scoring posi.on.  
If there is a stop in the ac.on, there is no score. A judo technique is required to score.  

Decision 2: Waza-ari (side landing) 
Waza-ari criteria comprises landing on the whole side of the body at 90 degrees or more to the rear. A score will 
be given for a whole side of the body landing even when the elbow is out. Both hip and shoulder posi.on must be 
considered. 

Decision 3: Waza-ari (shoulder and upper back) 
Waza-ari may be given for uke landing on one shoulder and upper back.  

Decision 4: Two elbows / hands landing 
Landing simultaneously on two elbows or hands or one of each, towards the back, is waza-ari for tori and shido for 
uke, both don’t have to land exactly together but must be con.nuous.  

Decision 5: Rolled Counters 
No score for counter techniques where the ini.al aJack is rolled (without a judo technique) to the back whilst 
going towards the counteraJacking or defending judoka.  

Decision 6: Reverse Seoi-nage 
No score and shido for reverse seoi-nage. 

Decision 7: Below the Belt Grip, End Phase 
Gripping under the belt in the end phase of a throwing technique is allowed if the opponent is already in ne-waza. 
If the throwing technique is interrupted, gripping under the belt is a ne-waza ac.on. 

Decision 8: Collar and Lapel Grip 
Simultaneous collar and lapel grips are allowed if not being used nega.vely.  

Decision 9:  Non-Tradi5onal Grips 
Belt grip, one side grip, cross grip, pistol grip and pocket grip are not tradi.onal grips. If taken, .me will be 
allowed for the prepara.on of an aJack.  

Decision 10: Grip Breaking 
Breaking of grips with one or two hands and immediately taking another grip is allowed.  
Breaking grips with one or two hands and then having no grip is shido.  

Decision 11: Retying and Arranging of Judogi and Hair 
Retying and arranging judogi and hair is allowed once per judoka per contest when instructed by the referee. 
Further occasions are penalised with shido.  
Note: Shido will only be given at Level 4 events.  

Decision 12: Head Diving 
Techniques using direct head diving are dangerous and will be penalised with hansoku-make. The head needs to 
impact the mat for the penalty to be awarded and does not need to be at 90 degrees with the mat. Somersaul.ng 
without making contact with the mat remains hansoku-make. 
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Excep2ons 

Hair: 
- The penalty for the referee needing to instruct the hair to be 6ed properly / re6ed on the second and 

subsequent occasion will not be applied at Level 3 and below development events. It will be applied 
at Level 4 events.  

Medical updates: 
- The IJF changes to bleeding injury and finger or toe disloca6ons rules are not applied.  

Judogi: 
- While judoka are encouraged to adopt the new judogi sizing requirements, par6cularly when next 

purchasing a new judogi, they will not be enforced at BJA events at the current 6me. They will apply 
at all EJU and IJF events (per their guidance).  
- Crossover of the jacket at belt level 25cm (from 20cm) - not applied (Image A) 
- Jacket must completely cover the buUocks plus a further 5-10cm - not applied (image B) 
- Disqualifica6on for non-compliant judogi - not applied  

       

IJF/EJU Specific Changes 
- Where any 2022 rule changes announced by the IJF are not listed here, they have been deemed not applicable 

to BJA events. 

Applica5on to Exis5ng BJA Rules  
This document sits alongside the exis.ng BJA Contest Rules and Contest Rule Amendments. Where any conflict 
arises between these rule changes and the exis.ng rule books, the 2022 changes shall be prevail. In due course, 
these changes will be incorporated into our rulebooks, shortly aUer the IJF updates its own SOR.. 
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